IN THIS ISSUE:
• We preview what is shaping up as a great 2021 season.
• We talk to the man behind our amazing photos, Jeff Smith.
• We hear from Ilya Harpas our Driver Profile.
•

Time to get fit for racing.

We’re back!!!!!!! After taking a few months off over Christmas/New Year to recharge we’re excited to bring you
the first edition of the 2021 Newsletter. What do we have in store for you this month? Frist up we have an
article written by Doug Amiss regarding fitness ahead of the 2021 season and how it can affect your
performance.
Next up we take a look at the 2021 season preview with who’s who in the zoo and who is the favourites heading
into the season ahead, find out who is hot to trot below!
We catch up with 4 time 250 International Champion Ilya Harpas and find out some of the keys to his success
over recent years at the top level. Big thanks to Ilya for taking the time out to chat with us although given the
COVID lockdown in Melbourne he had plenty of spare time haha. Looking forward to see if he can make it 5 in a
row this year or will someone else step up to the mantle?
Now for a change of pace we caught up with Jeff Smith from Action Sports Photography Australia who has
become a valuable member of the club brining you all these amazing images you see on social media and the
newsletter. Have a read and get to know the man behind the lens.
We hope you enjoy this edition of the newsletter and look forward to a big year ahead bringing you all the latest
news. If you have any suggestions for articles then let us know at qldsuperkart01@gmail.com
We received some sad news this week that former member Phil Webb passed away peacefully.
Phil was a real character and was great having him as part of the club. Our cover pic this month is of one of Phil’s
karts.
Our thoughts go out to his family and friends RIP Phil
The AGM is booked for March 7 and looking forward to who will step up and join the committee for 2021.
Regards
Tim Weier (President)

2021 is upon us so let’s take a look at what this year has in store for us COVID pending of course. The Queensland Superkart
Club currently has 5 rounds split between Queensland Raceway and Lakeside planned at the time of writing with an option
for 2 Morgan park rounds. The season kicks off on March 21st at the home of QLD Motorsport and one of the great driving
tracks in Australia Lakeside Park Raceway. Next up is Queensland Raceway on the 24 th of April, 22n of May and the 21st of
August for Rounds 2, 3 and 4 before returning to Lakeside on the 19th of September for round 5. Morgan Park is an option in
June and November of which will be decide at the February general meeting.
We have new members joining us in 2021 which is great to see, let’s have a look at the various classes now and who’s who in
the zoo!

Rotax Light
This has been the domain of Peter Nuske over the last several seasons and is short odds to continue his winning form in 2021
can anyone stop him? Leighton Cook will be looking to build on his first ever round win in 2020 and look to knock Pete off
the top spot regularly! Amber Bothamley is another dark horse and after placing on the podium at round 2 in 2020 will be
looking to feature regularly on the podium and maybe grab a win if Pete or Leighton make an error. Jeff Cook had a less
than ideal 2020 season with a few mechanical gremlins however he did significantly improve his pace over the 2 rounds so
expect him to grab a podium or 2 if he has those issues sorted.
Returning in 2021 after some time off is Ben Longland and word on the grapevine is he has a new weapon at his disposal!
Will he come out of the blocks firing and mix it at the top or will the new package take some sorting out early on in the
season?
Paul Buckley has joined the club for 2021 and has been covering the miles having done some practice days at Queensland
Raceway where he will fall into the established pecking order? only time will tell but looking forward to seeing it all play out.

Rotax Heavy
David Dyson has recently made this class his own after being dominated for many years by Nick Marshall who we’re hoping
returns again for 2021 and sets up a dog fight for the title. Glenn Wiggins will be looking to build on his experience gained
last year and continue to close the gap to the front, this could be his last season in Rotax with Glenn keen to step up to a
gearbox kart in the future. Paul Prineas is making a comeback this season so hopefully he hasn’t lost too much mojo and will
be back up to speed enjoying the close racing the Rotax classes produce.

125 National
This will be one of the classes to watch this year with some serious heavy hitters amongst the ranks. Doug Amiss has the
Anderson TM package humming and took out both round wins in 2020. BLUFF racing will be looking to grab their first 125
Championship and they have all the right ingredients to make it happen. 2019 Champion Jon Bothamley will be keen to keep
them at bay and train his champion status in 2021 but after a less than ideal 2020 campaign Jon starts 2021 on the back foot.
Tim Philp showed plenty of speed at the first round of 2020 although a small reliability gremlin creeped in for the final race
that weekend, if he runs the full championship expect him to feature regularly at the top end of the timesheets. Chryss
Jamieson showed that age is no barrier for speed in 2020 mixing Doug, Jon and the rest. Word on the grapevine is that 2018
Club Champion Rocket Rod Tait is making a return hopefully that comes to fruition and he can join the action again!
Looking forward to seeing how it all plays out over the 2021 season and who takes home the spoils at the end of the year.

250 National
Can anyone stop the dominant force that Weier Family Racing have become in this class having dominated by winning the
class championship 5 out of the last 6 years excluding 2020! AGL motorsport with drivers Lachlan and Gareth Crisp often
have the speed by unreliability have cost them in recent seasons and with Gareth now being a Dad we might only see him
run a limited campaign this year.
Johnny La Spina had some teething issues with his new Anderson Yamaha package but showed promise to lead the opening
laps at the final race of 2020, the grapevine says he’s taking a break in 2021 to do other activities which would be a shame
given the momentum they were starting to build.
Steve Murray will be fast if and when he gets his kart back together (nudge nudge Steve). There’s also been interest in some
250’s for sale in the club so hopefully we can get those over the line and get them into the club! If you’re reading this and
think that a 250 National is right up your alley then get in contact so we can make your dreams a reality.
If they can’t get it sold we may see Russell Jamieson make a couple of Cameo appearances driving the Coach Design 250 Nat
which would add an extra dimension to the class!

250 International
250 Internationals numbers have reduced over recent years with only a few active in the club atm. Russell Jamieson is
always blindingly fast but rarely runs a full season preferring to focus on the National rounds instead. Steve Cloake has his
VM Stockman humming along and the grapevine says that we might see some driver swaps in 2021 will be interesting to see
what happens there.
Neil Faulkner’s twin is still up for sale and maybe if it doesn’t sell we can convince him to give it another run or two hey Neil!
Lee Swindle’s PVP 250 has been recently bought and should be back on track in the coming months with one of David
Dyson’s crew deciding to jump into the deep end of Superkarting!

Jeff Smith from Action Sports Photography Australia has become an integral part of the Queensland Superkart
Club over recent years and is responsible for the amazing images you see on social media if you haven’t
already make sure you give his page a like and follow.
Enjoy the article below as we learn a bit more about the man behind the lens.
QSC: How did you get into photography?
Photography was one of those hobbies that
I have always been interested, but in my
younger days my financial priorities didn’t
extend to indulging myself in any serious
camera gear. To be honest if I had started
off in the days of film I would have probably
sent myself broke. Like anything
photography takes time and practice. The
digital age has certainly helped in that
regard. About 10 years ago I was asked to
take some photos of some guys in karts
with a “State of the Art” at the time, 6
megapixel pocket camera at Gold Coast
Motorsport training centre. The
photography “bug” bit hard. After that
experience feeling that I could do better I
went out and bought myself my first basic DSLR with a kit lens. . And so it has gone on from there. At last count
I have four cameras and a plethora of lenses of different sizes.

QSC: What do you enjoy photographing the most?
Hands down Motorsport of any kind is probably
my favourite niche, although I do dabble in
Wildlife (birds mostly) and to a lesser extent
Landscape(mostly nightscapes) photography. All
forms of photography have different challenges
to overcome. I have always been a motorsport
fan, doesn’t matter what type of motorsport. For
me Motorsport is tactile. I enjoy the assault on
the senses with the speed, colours, noise and the
smell of race fuel and rubber. Coupled with that
of course is the element of risk associated with
being inside the fence close to the
action. Nothing better than capturing action on
the edge.

QSC: How did you become involved with the club?
Just lucky I guess. A few years ago now
Club President Tim took a bit of a gamble
and asked if I would be interested in
taking some shots for a Club Round and I
have stuck with the Club since. The Club
members have been a great bunch of
people to be associated with and don’t
seem to mind me poking a lens in their
general direction. Particularly, Giovanni
(Johnny) La Spina, he loves to get in the
frame. Keith Taylor owns a Ford Focus
RS so we have a bit in common, Peter
Nuske has always got that cagey smile
and Jon Bothamley and his team have
always got something going
on. Seriously though, the Karts with
their size, speed and type of racing present a different challenge in getting them in the frame than other forms
of motorsport. For example if I was at a Go-Kart track I would be much closer to the track and positioning of
the camera would be a lot less restricted than at a car racing circuit. I remember the first Superkart event I
went to I had the wrong setup and my positioning was all wrong so it was a learning experience that has
helped me get to the point I am today.
QSC: What are your future plans?
Action Sports Photography Australia
(ASPA) has started to take on a bit of
a life of its own. This year we have
renewed our Karting Australia
accreditation, gained a State Media
licence with Motorcycling Australia
and reached Silver accreditation with
Australian Motorsport, so there are a
lot of potential event options, COVID
dependant of course. I have covered
the Leadfoot Festival in New Zealand
as accredited media for the last three
years along with the ASIA DREAM
Cup (motorbikes) at Suzuka in Japan
and it has given me a taste to
improve to the point of getting to
some of the great international
events like the GOODWOOD Festival of Speed and the Isle of Man TT. Unfortunately, though with the virus
those events are off in the distant future. For now, I will content myself with trying to capture a Superkart
sharp at 1/20th of a second and just maybe a National Round of the Superkarts at the Bend this year. If anyone
from the club is going let me know.

Some of your favourite pictures and a short caption as to why
I have got so many shots that I like and you didn’t say Superkart Shots LOL. Here are a few that Club Members
haven’t seen. My first Lightning bolt. My first Australian Superbike meeting My first Leadfoot Festival
Program image The Harris Motorsport Nissan Flames match the car. My first image used by Hoosier
Australia. My first speedway Poster.

QSC: Tell us something interesting from your side of the lens?
Photography is a bit like motorsport in a way. Believe it or not photographers are just as passionate about
what they do as any racer on the track. Where drivers are looking to constantly improve performance, in the
same way photographers are doing just the same. We are constantly tweaking something looking for sharper
images, faster frames/second to catch a point in time or more megapixels of data to present images in the best
way, just like racers look for more horsepower. It can be just as expensive as well. It is not uncommon to find
photographers at the track on any given day with about $10k-$15k of gear just to chase “a shot”.
QSC: How would you describe your “Style” of photography?
Not many people realise that each photographer has an individual style. I try not to be too predictable and I
like to mix up my shots a bit. I like to get a bit of a balance between the track action and what is happening in
the pits to develop a bit of a “flavour” for what is going on. Not all of the intensity of a race meeting is
happening on the track so I try to capture that action with some candid shots between races. On the track I
have a tendency to fill the frame with a single subject (trying to break that habit) and am continually trying to
perfect the motion blur with a lot of panning shots. I have certainly been lucky to have had a few good
photographer mentors over the last few years. A good mate of mine, Peter Buchanan for instance has helped
me enormously in improving my skill set, one is never too old to learn.

Kicking off 2021 we caught up with 4 time 250 Inter Champion Ilya Harpas and see what he has to say about
his and his team’s recent achievements in Superkarts.
QSC: How did you get into karts/superkarting?
Our family went on a holiday trip, where my brother and I
could have a crack at hire-karts. From there, our folks
agreed to get us a cheap 4th hand kart, and we went
recreational karting! Once my brother went racing
properly, our fate was set....we went from go-karts to
Superkarts, and have loved every minute of it.
QSC: What do you enjoy most about Superkarting?
The sheer performance of the machines is what floats my
boat the most.
QSC: What has been your biggest achievement in Superkarting and why?
Achieving four straight SKA Championships in a row (‘16 - ‘19 inclusive) is hard to look past!

QSC: How did it feel to win your first
championship back in 2016?
Ah, it was such a cool feeling. I felt so proud of
the team for how hard they worked and was
relieved that I could repay their efforts. It also
felt strange, because it was the first year that I
moved interstate away from the family. I was
not around to help with the preparation, so I
am glad I was able to hold up my end of the
deal!

QSC: What has been your secret to success, and can you go on to eclipse Warren Mcilveen's Record of 7 250
Inter titles?
Perhaps the secret was for me to move interstate! I’d more so equate it to a recipe - you need luck, good
preparation and speed. I reckon 90% of the work gets done before you even arrive at the track - the
machinery’s preparation is the foundation. Having competitive machinery is also a prerequisite; unfortunately,
it is hard to be competitive if your gear isn’t quick enough. Finally, you need a good dose of luck because
anything can happen out on track!
QSC: What interests do you have outside of Superkarting?
I am an avid cat video enthusiast, spicy meme hunter. I also sometimes dabble in a bit of music when I have
time!
QSC: What are your 2021 goals?
I’ll just be happy not to catch COVID.
QSC: If there was one person you could meet and chat to who would it be?
I’d love to pick Ayrton Senna’s brain for a little while!
QSC: Do you have any good book suggestions?
Jackie Stewart, ‘Winning is Not Enough’ - a fantastic read for fans of motorsports.

Physical fitness is a critical part of any type of motorsport, but particularly in Superkarting where the forces the driver has to
withstand are all significantly higher. Luckily, unlike upgrading your kart, making improvements to your physical fitness can
be free and make a huge difference to your performance on track.
With the season about to get underway most people will be prepping their karts, cleaning their race suits and dusting off the
trailer, but is your body ready for what you’re about to throw at it? Many of us will have done very little over the Christmas
period other than eat and drink and come race one we’ll be exposing our body to incredible acceleration, braking forces and
G-forces. Not surprisingly, we’ll feel pretty awful by the end of the weekend if we don’t get our body ready in the same way
we do our vehicles.
Preparing to perform in any motor racing, and particularly circuit racing, requires concentration on two important areas of
fitness - cardiovascular fitness and muscular endurance and strength. I’ll take you through each of these in this article and
talk about how to ensure you’re in the best shape to perform on track this year. There will even be a sample program at the
end for those of you who are keen to get yourself ready.
Cardio
Definitely not everyone’s favourite type of exercise but this can have a massive impact on your performance on track. We all
know that after an action packed race we can quite often come in feeling short of breath. This is because your body is using
its aerobic energy system to deliver energy to your working muscles. The more we develop this energy system the more
energy our muscles have and the longer they’ll be able to perform at their peak for. The other great benefit of cardio is that
burning calories can help reduce unnecessary body weight, which can also result in performance gains on the track.
When we train cardio, it’s important to think about how long we want that energy system to be working for. Most of our
races are about 20min long so any cardio training we do should be at least 20min long and no longer than about 30min.
Ideally we want to get our heart rate up nice and high to reflect the heart rate we see on the track and really get our body
adapting to this high load.
To get yourself in shape this season, I recommend a 20min cardio session at least three times a week. This can include
running, cycling, swimming or rowing. Just be sure to get your heart rate up nice and high and try to keep it there for the full
20min (to reflect what we do on track). If 20min of cardio is a bit much for you to start with, begin by doing 1min of jogging
followed by 1min of walking and repeat that 10 times. Eventually you’ll be able to shorten the walking time and jog for the
whole 20min.

Muscular Endurance & Strength
Muscling a Superkart around any track can take significant amounts of strength. Not just to turn the steering wheel, but also
to brace against the lateral G-Forces in cornering and continue applying pressure to the brake and accelerator. For this
reason, it’s important that most drivers have good muscular strength and endurance. Muscular strength being how much
force you can apply and endurance referring to how long a muscle or muscle group can continue to work for before
fatiguing.
When we train these, it’s important to consider balance. While driving a Superkart does require a level of strength, it doesn’t
require you to look like Arnie, and doing so could in fact slow you down with all the extra weight you’ll be carrying. F1 drivers
are a good example of this, their all relatively slim but their bodies are incredibly efficient with low body fat percentages and
high levels of muscular strength and endurance.
Training muscular endurance and strength is relatively simple and can be tacked on to the back of your cardio work out (this
is especially good for training muscular endurance). So once you’ve finished your run, ride or swim, give yourself a few
minutes to get your heart rate back down before having a go at the exercises below.
Push ups (as many as you can do)
Rest 1-2min
Sit Ups (as many as you can do)
Rest 1-2min
Deep Squats x 40
Rest 1-2min

Burpees x 10
Rest 1-2min
Plank Hold (as long as possible)
Rest 5min
Try to make it through 2 or 3 rounds of this. If the exercises are too easy feel free to add weight or increase the reps/time of
any of them and really challenge yourself. This should be a good starting point for most people. If you’re unsure of what any
of these exercise are a quick google will bring up pictures and videos for you to follow.
As a final point, neck strength is important in motor racing and particularly Superkarting where we don’t enjoy the neck
support other categories do. I’ve chosen not to include it here as neck exercises can be risky and I don’t want to be
responsible for anyone’s injuries. If you would like to improve your neck strength for this season a quick look online will give
you heaps of tips but I would suggest engaging and experienced trainer to help you.
Example program

Training.

Monday
20min of
Cardio + 3
rounds of
strength
exercises

Tuesday
20min of
Cardio + 3
rounds of
strength
exercises

Wednesday
Rest

Thursday
20min of
Cardio + 3
rounds of
strength
exercises

Friday
Rest

Saturday Sunday
20min of Cardio + 3
rounds of strength
exercises on one or
both days of the
weekend.

Following the program above should get you on the right track to being fit and ready to race this year. Remember that the
body can take a while to adapt, so don’t expect results straight away and as a general rule of thumb, improvements in fitness
only come when you exercise at least 3 times per week. I look forward to seeing everyone on track this year and who knows,
maybe one of this year’s rounds we’ll set the grid with a foot race around Queensland Raceway.
Disclaimer: While I am a qualified and experience personal trainer all fitness advice included in this article should be taken as
a general guide. Any new training program should be approved by your regular doctor before you begin or completed under
the supervision of a fitness professional.

Anderson Maverick Division 1 Superkart

Kart Options
Option 1.
2014 Anderson Maverick/DEA 250 Twin
Ex Russell Jamieson National Championship winner. (Still holds
lap record at Philip Island)
Complete nut and bolt rebuild for 2020 season having not
been used since 2017.Big brake version, all discs and disc bolts
replaced, and calipers serviced with new seals. New Ceramic
Hybrid axle bearings installed along with new cush drive and
(Hard) cush rubber. Axle fitted with damped remote starter
device (to allow kart to be started with external electric
starter)
Custom titanium bolts used in reassembly wherever possible
to save weight. Carbon heal cups fitted into floortray.
Anderson full carbon bodywork/wing and seat. Wing build with
custom-made low-profile titanium bolts. Nassau panel fitted
with motorsport quick release fasteners.

Low profile Titanium bolts and washers.

Options for custom mapped RTD ignitions (one Anderson, one
Viper with Quickshifter)
Choice of motor, one Jamieson, one Morley (UK) Both total
rebuilds of every serviceable component including complete
clutch and basket and complete gearboxes. Each will be
supplied with new top end rebuild kit including pistons, rings,
pins and little end bearing.
Maintained regardless of cost
DEA Exhausts with silencers repacked with Akropovic silencer
packing (can supply spare)
Standard Anderson Steering wheel and AIM Mychron 5 with AIM
EGT sensors
$25k (or 23k with original Jamieson fiberglass bodywork)

Full carbon bodywork and seat

Option 2
As above with AIM MXS Dash, bullet Smarty Cam, twin LCU One Lambda sensors and April Systems Det
counter with AIM Logging. Laptop with all data.
OMP Quick release steering wheel with AIM button module
$30k (plus 1k if you require Kenwood motorsport pit – to – kart two way radio system.

Option 3
Second DEA motor complete with new DEA
carbs/RTD ignition and DEA Factory exhausts.
Combined with above plus $10k
Separately DEA motor bare $10k
Complete with carbs, ignition and exhausts $14K

Option 4
Complete package including all spares , gearbox
spares, clutches, cylinder, pistons, airbox, ignition
parts, coils, bodywork, chassis parts, tyre warmers,
5 sets of wheels, new and old wets.
Included if bought with options 1,2+3
Available separately once kart is sold.

Neil Faulkner
0427 270785
Neilfaulkner28@mac.com

Stockman MR2 250 cc National
Looking to join the Superkart Series? Well
here’s a great opportunity.
The kart pictured is up for sale! It’s a Stockman
MR2 chassis previously used by Russell
Jamieson @rus87 with an RS Honda on it.
It now has a YZ Yamaha bolted to the chassis
with a Gary Treadwell modified barrel and Red
Speed pipe to match.
This package has been sorted out by Chryss
and Russell and is ready to arrive and drive for
it’s new owner.
Package includes some engine and brake spare
parts.
Price is as follows:
$11,500 with Mychron 5 dash & $10,500
without Mychron 5 dash.
Contact Chryss Jamieson on 0417713409 if you
are genuine about buying this awesome
machine.

Stockman 250 Twin for Sale (NSW)

Was Warren Mcilveen's kart that has been extensively updated with new
chassiss, panels and upgraded kelgate brakes. Comes with Mychron 5 logger
and Smart cam. A really nice kart with many spares and data. Impending house
sale means some of my collection needs to go. Price depends on whether spare
motor is included. Enquire for details.
Located in Cherrybrook NSW.
More pics on Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/photo?fbid=10158620953084940&set=pcb.565517537468
068
Memhat Sanani
0415644463

Two Kart Trailer

For Sale… 2 superkart trailer for sale (ex Phil Silcock trailer) alloy and stainless trailer.
Storage bins under floor and top sides.
Electric brakes, spare wheel, light weight and tows like a dream.
Alloy work benches. $7900. Selling due to retirement.
0468362807

Superkart 125GB Cougar

I reluctantly have my Cougar Superkart for sale. Lack of room for renos means some of
my toys have to go.
Kart is in great condition.
Fitted with late RS125 with low hours. This is a long circuit kart, so used at tracks like SMP
and Phillip Island.
Capable of 190km/H so not a toy.
Memhat Sanani
0415644463

$6500 Negotiable
Cherrybrook, NSW
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